RHODE ISLAND CATHOLIC
The newspaper that is printed in our diocese to be read by Catholic people

is called RHODE ISLAND CATHOLIC. It is diftbrent from all other
newspapers as it should be. R.l.C. is for Catholics and about Catholic
issues.
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Like all newspapers published today, the publishing of R.I.C. is expensive,
very expensive. For that reason 7}Yo of the cost of publishing for most
newspapers has to be borne by 'ads'. And the balance by the readers.
The higher the cost the readers have to pay for any newspaper, the fewer
subscribers and readers are gained. Most newspapers cost $2.00 and more,
while R.LC. has kept the cost per issue at $ 1 .00. Not because it is inferior,
but because the Catholic Charity Annual Appeal subsidies it. Subsidizing
the R.I.C. is like 'brother' helping 'brother' getting a good thing.

The December issue of Rhode Island Catholic is a good 'thing'.
Sr:bscribe to it.

Front page. "lt seems to me that the meaning of this season can be found in
just one word-Emmanuel- which means "God is with us."
Read Bishop Tobin's Christmas message to us:
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Fage 10. Fr. John A Kiley, The Quiet Corner
"As Christmas approaches, the Christian world rightfully has its attention
drawn to the excellence of wife and mother tbund in the person of Mary.
Read Fr. Kiley's article on motherhood at this time when a mother gives
birth to a child.
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Page 12. Rev. Tadeuz "Will Jankui's brazen instrumentalization of human
beings call forth gasps of disbeliefs, serio'.rs reflection and action, or only a
few more passing yawns."
I dare you to read this article and e mail rne about it.
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if you already receive Rhode island Catholic read page 10 and 12.
If you do not receive Rhode Island Catholic,
will be given to you.

tear off here and a subscription

GIVING TREE
Thank you for all the gifts.

NEXT WEEK: 12- 29-34
BAKING:
Sat.:Diane Drake, Joan Pintauro
SharonGrenier, Kerry ltlcKenna

FAMILY INTENTIONS:
Name

Spinella. Mello-Counnas. Dimeo

COLLECTION
Address

$1,850.00Thank you.

